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Graham Hancock

Graham Hancock reflects on ancient cultures and talks about the state of the
world, the mystery of existence and what ancient wisdom has to teach us in
the run-up to 2012.

Robert Bauval

Robert Bauval's presentation is on the mysterious 'astronomical ceilings' in
the royal tombs at Western Thebes and the stellar orientation of the temples
of Hathor and Isis at Dendera and its round zodiac.

Laird Scranton

Many of the glyph shapes used to write ancient Egyptian words are also
defined in Dogon and Buddhist cosmology. This presentation announces an
alternate method of interpreting Egyptian hieroglyphic words based on
explicit Dogon and Buddhist definitions.

Robert Schoch

Pre-Dynastic Origins of the Great Sphinx and Other Egyptian Structures, and
the Influence of Astronomical Factors (For Example, Comets and Precession)
on Ancient Civilizations

Walter Cruttenden

Walter Cruttenden reviews the idea that the precession of the equinox may
simply be the observable of our solar system in motion around another star.
The presentation includes reference to myth and folklore that linked
precession and a changing world, and a glimpse of what we might expect in
the future as our planet and consciousness move back toward a higher age.

John Burke

John Burke presents on Old World locations and how the ancient architects
of the henges, pyramids, dolmens, mounds etc. sited their megalithic
structures on ground where special geological hot spots tapped and
enhanced the earth's changing geomagnetic field.

John Anthony West

Symbolist Egypt Summary & Update, The 'A' Word analyzed, and ... THE
MAGICAL MYSTERY TOPIC This triple scholarly sundae briefly recapitulates
West's Egypt work to date and introduces important new developments.

John Dering

This year, John discusses the startling parallels in the ancient Hindu concept
of a universal magnetism acting as the source field for the "5-electricities"
with the original and more updated versions of Albert Einstein's unified-field
theories, in which, an underlying unified-field manifests itself as 5
fundamental forces in the physical universe.

Panel Discussion

Panel Discussion and Q&A
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